Tim Connell Class Descriptions 2015

These are my current workshops - I frequently combine, re-arrange and otherwise improvise to suit the needs of the workshop presenter or camp.  Feel free to request a topic of your choice as well - I’d be happy to come up with something new.  Contact me through the website to discuss or book a workshop.


Mandolin Chords I (Basic)
The three basic shapes for major and minor chords all over the neck 

Students will leave this workshop able to play three different inversions of the major and minor chords – six movable chord shapes.  Students will learn how to locate the scale tones 1, 3 and 5 so that they can build their own chords.  Tim presents a simple theoretical explanation and a hands-on visual framework (with hand-outs for future reference) for forming basic major and minor chords anywhere on the neck.


Mandolin Chords II (Advanced)
A framework for playing every chord anywhere on the neck

Building upon the three basic shapes from Mandolin Chords I, we expand these shapes to include fingerings for the 6th, flat-7th , major 7th , diminished 5th and  augmented 5th scale degrees so that we can form the following chords anywhere on the neck: Dominant 7, Maj. 7, Maj 6, min. 6, Augmented, diminished 7 and half-diminished or “minor 7th-flat 5”.


Solo Arrangements for the Mandolin
Learn to play several popular tunes which Tim has arranged for solo mandolin.  Tim will provide free copies of notation and tab for three tunes from his new book, MandAlone (Here Comes the Sun, Yesterday and Somewhere Over the Rainbow).  These arrangements will act as a springboard for a discussion of various strategies for arranging melodies and chords for solo mandolin.


Traditional Irish Music I: Repertoire
This class is for all levels and will introduce students to the traditional dance music of Ireland (jigs, reels and hornpipes) on the mandolin.  We will practice the basic groove and picking patterns for each of the three dances and then we will learn several examples of each dance together by ear, culminating in an Irish “session” in which we'll link tunes together and jam.  Sheet music for all tunes will be handed out at the end of class, but students are encouraged to bring a recording device.


Traditional Irish Music II: Ornaments & Groove
This class is for students who have already learned a few jigs and reels.  We will focus first on the grooves in Irish traditional music, practicing right hand techniques for bringing out the lovely lilt and “lift" peculiar to the music.  Then we will dig into ornamentation, first with listening examples from whistle, pipes and fiddle players, followed by an in-depth, detailed look at cuts, crans and rolls on all notes in first position.  Detailed handouts describing each ornament will be distributed at the end of class, but students are strongly encouraged to bring a recording device to class.


Beautiful & Fun Beginner Mandolin
While Tim is better known for teaching advanced classes on jazz theory and Brazilian choro, he also delights in teaching students to make the simple sounds that distinguish the mandolin from other instruments: open strings, pairs of strings in 5ths, harmonics, the beautiful jingle-jangle.

In this workshop students will begin with a basic three-note melody on the A-string and learn to embellish it with double-stops, slides, hammer-ons, pull-offs and moving it to other strings.  While this is a beginner workshop, some more advanced students may enjoy a refresher on how simple it can be to make the mandolin sing.


Gypsy Jazz and Swing Chords for Mandolin
Ear Training, Theory and Chord Fingerings for the two most 
common jazz progressions: “Rhythm” Changes and The Blues

Have you ever wondered how jazz players can possibly remember all those chords in a song?  Does “All the Things You Are” seem more like “All the Chords I Know”?  

Using ear training, “chord diamond” visual aids and hands-on playing, Tim helps the student break these two chord-filled, seemingly complex progressions down to their basic building blocks.  Students will learn easy 3-finger chords for the entire Blues changes and “Rhythm” changes in G major.  Students will leave the workshop with handouts of the progressions, chord diamond visual aids and all fingerings for future reference.


Introduction to Brazilian Choro
A Brazilian cousin of dixieland and ragtime, choro has experienced a revival in the last few decades in Brazil and increased popularity here in America, thanks in particular to the fact that it features the mandolin quite prominently.  In this workshop, we learn to play a few classics of the choro repertoire: Naquele Tempo, Nao Me Tocques, Receita de Samba and more.  Take-home sheet music provided.


Advanced Choro & Choro Accompaniment
Learn to accompany a choro melody player on your mandolin.  Chord fingerings, right hand strumming patterns, practice with Brazilian rhythm and group performance of several choro tunes.  Take home lead sheets with suggested fingerings provided.


Chord Theory and Harmony for the Classical Mandolinist
Classical mandolinists, like their bowed string counterparts, deal so much with reading single-line parts that they are frequently a little in the dark when it comes to harmony, chords and theory.  In this workshop, Tim will help shed light on the wonderful world of harmony, exploring the ways that multiple single lines come together to form chords ("harmony") and how harmony can shape the structure of a piece as well as influence the emotional aspect of the piece.

After a brief review of basic scale and chord theory (major/minor scales, triads, 1-3-5-7), Tim will lead the class through a reading of Bach chorales, with an analysis of the chords and chord progressions that are suggested by the four individual parts.  We will focus particularly on ear-training - learning to hear the sound of various scale tones and chord progressions.

Students will leave this workshop with knowledge of how to form triads and 7th chords anywhere on the neck (with handouts for review at home), copies of the pieces analyzed in class, and a copy of the ear-training "chord diamond" diagram used in class.



